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ABSTRACT
Objective: This study aimed to determine the relationship between preoperative anxiety and postoperative pain and perioperative sleep quality in 
open-heart surgery patients.
Methods: It was a cross-sectional study. The research sample included 126 patients who underwent open-heart surgery for the first time and 
remained in intensive care for a maximum period of 48 hours. All patients’ procedures were performed with cardiopulmonary bypass and 
sternotomy. Data were collected using a Patient Identification Form, developed by the researcher and used to determine patients’ characteristics; 
the Anxiety Specific to Surgery Questionnaire (ASSQ), used to determine patients’ anxiety level; the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), used to 
measure perioperative sleep quality, and the Numeric Pain Scale (NPS), used to determine postoperative pain levels.
Results: Open-heart surgery patients experienced moderate levels of anxiety (27.28±8.48), moderate postoperative pain (4.30±2.29) and poor 
sleep quality (10.27±4.23) perioperative period. In this paper, a significant, weak, and positive correlation between ASSQ score and postoperative 
NPS score (r=0.318, p<0.05) was found; no correlation between the ASSQ score and perioperative PSQI score was found. It was determined that 
90.48% (n = 114) of patients who underwent open heart surgery had poor sleep quality and there was no relation between preoperative anxiety 
and postoperative sleep quality.
Conclusion: The authors concluded that preoperative anxiety impacts postoperative pain but has no effect on sleep quality for open-heart surgery 
patients in Turkish people.
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Three Enemies of Circadian Rhythm: Anxiety, Sleeplessness and Pain in 
Patients Following Open-Heart Surgery

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, open-heart surgery (OHS) has a wide range of 
interventional uses for several cardiac diseases. Despite 
its ability to increase length of life and quality of life, OHS 
remains a significant source of anxiety. Anxiety is a reaction 
to the body’s stressors; mild anxiety is associated with 
increased alertness and complete rational thinking, while 
moderate anxiety is associated with mouth instability, 
palpitations, increased respiratory rate, increased heart 
rate, muscle tension, and intentional activity (1,2). The 
anxiety experienced by cardiac surgery patients may have 
several causes. Uncertainty over the date of the surgery is an 
important cause of anxiety in prospective OHS patients and 
previous studies show how postoperative patients’ anxiety 
is reduced (3-5) as patients may experience anxiety due to a 
fear of death and pain (5). Some studies have reported a fear 
of death before surgery was greater than the fear of death 
during surgery (3,6).

Anxiety has a variety of outcomes including pain, increased 
use of analgesics, sleeplessness, surgical complications and 
higher mortality rates (7-9). Additionally, anxiety can lead to 

hypertension and thereby impair circadian rhythm and can 
lead to hypertension (10), with some studies reporting higher 
postoperative pain levels and increased use of analgesic drugs 
due to anxiety (8, 9). One study (n=180) examined the impact 
of preoperative anxiety and educational level on mortality 
over a ten-year period, concluding that preoperative anxiety 
was associated with mortality (11). In another study (2011), 
the relationship between pre – and postoperative anxiety 
and anxiety and quality of life was investigated among 
Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting (CABG) patients (n=187), 
a positive correlation was found between preoperative and 
postoperative anxiety (p=0.000) between the two groups 
(12).

Acute postoperative pain following OHS is one of the most 
severe discomfort-inducing postsurgical conditions; OHS 
patients may experience pain due to sternotomy, intercostal 
drain, and vein or artery graft removal. Pain leads to adrenalin 
secretion, arteriole construction, increased after-load, and 
decreased cardiac output resulting from tension. Acute 
postoperative pain is one of the most disturbing complaints 
resulting from OHS, and is associated with a risk of negative 
postsurgical conditions (13,14). Uncontrolled pain can lead 
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to postponed wound recovery, depression and chronic pain 
(15-17), as well as to the development of complications 
such as atelectasis, pneumonia and deep vein thrombosis 
which may affect postoperative coughing deep breathing 
exercises and mobilization (13). One study (n=371) found 
that 85% of patients experienced moderate-to-severe pain 
from (numerical pain score ≥4/10) within the first four days, 
with 70% of the patients experiencing pain from sternotomy 
wounds (18). Other studies have shown that patients generally 
experienced the most pain from coughing and deep breathing 
(19,20). While pain score was found 5.3, after coughing it was 
found to be 6.6 as measured by Numeric Pain Scale (0-10).

One of the postoperative effects of preoperative anxiety 
experienced in patients who have undergone OHS concerns 
sleep quality. Sleep is a condition wherein an organism’s 
bodily reactions and behavioral activity slow down; as its 
central nervous system and body passes assume a passive 
resting state. Conversely the brain remains active during sleep, 
undertaking neurophysiological recovery and depositing 
what it has learned while it was awake. Rest, like recovery, 
is a necessary condition for the body’s physical and mental 
functions (21). OHS can impact a patient’s sleep in two ways; 
the length of the surgical procedure can affect the patient’s 
sleep quality, while the anxiety experienced before the 
surgery can disrupt the patient’s circadian rhythm and causes 
problems in the patient’s sleep–wake cycle (7). This may be 
risky for patients undergoing OHS as sleeplessness negatively 
affects cardiac function and delay patient recover times (22). 
Additional factors such as pain, applied procedures, and 
clinical environment characteristics can cause sleeplessness 
during the postoperative period. Several studies have reported 
sleep problems in OHS patients both before and after surgery 
pre – and postoperative period (23,25).

Patients who undergo OHS remain in intensive care units (ICU) 
for at least one night following the procedure. The intensive 
care setting patients’ sleep wakefulness by disturbing their 
circadian rhythm. Lighting, patient care activities, monitor 
alarms, and other, patient related-factors contribute to 
this situation. The natural environment of the patients is 
deteriorating (26-28). One study showed how many patients 
within ICU experienced sleeping disorders and disrupted 
circadian rhythms (29). Elliott, Rai, and McKinley (2014) 
used polysomnography to determine sleep quality over a 
24-hour period, reporting that patients (n=43) experienced 
sleeplessness due to noise, light and nursing interventions in 
their ICU (30). A further study reported that sleep duration 
on the 3rd night and the 4th night following surgery, patient’s 
sleeping quality decreased postoperatively compared to the 
preoperative period (31). Kamalipour et al. (2014) conducted 
a study on patients undergoing OHS (n=188) reporting that 
14.8% still experienced sleep problems three months after 
their surgery (32). Hedges and Redeker (2008), conducted 
a study on patient sleep-quality by comparing two patient 
groups (n=48) one treated off-pump (n=81) and one treated 
on-pump (n=48) who had undergone CABG surgery; the 
researchers found that sleep quality was better in the early 

postoperative period in the group of patients who were 
treated off-pump surgery in the early period (33).

If the negative effects of anxiety remain unresolved, 
expectations regarding faster patient recovery and better 
comfort will not reach the desired level. Hence this research 
hopes to determine the relationship, if any, between 
preoperative anxiety and postoperative pain and sleep 
quality in OHS patients (34-36). The purpose of this study is 
to determine the relationship between preoperative anxiety 
and postoperative pain and sleep quality in OHS patients.

2. METHODS

This was a descriptive, cross-sectional study. Data were 
collected after receiving Ethical Committee Approval, as well 
as written and oral permission from all patient participants. 
The research sample contained 126 first-time OHS patients 
who remained in intensive care for a maximum period of 
48 hours. Some patients developed complications within 
the ICUs and hence stayed there for more than 48 hours. All 
patient participants could understand and converse in Turkish, 
received no psychiatric diagnosis and had no neurological 
problems, none of the patients were given sleeping pills 
throughout the study period. All patients were hospitalized at 
least one day before surgery; all procedures were performed 
with cardiopulmonary bypass and sternotomy. The data were 
collected in July and December 2015.

There are three research questions to this study:

1. What are the anxiety scores of the patient before OHS?

2. Is there any relationship between mean preoperative 
anxiety scores and mean postoperative pain scores for 
OHS patients?

3. Is there any relationship between means preoperative 
anxiety scores and means sleep quality index scores for 
OHS patients?

2.1. Sample selection

Calculation of the sample size was based on the study by 
Karancı and Dirik (2003), which described preoperative anxiety 
level score in emergency surgery patients. Herein, an effect size 
of 0.2 was accepted to be clinically significant (37). A sample 
size of 126 of 80% power was calculated to detect an effect size 
of 0.2 at a p<0.05 level of significance using mean of anxiety 
level of scores. Sample power was detected of 96% as a middle 
effect size using Gpower software program respectively.

2.2. Ethics

Both hospitals included in this study and Dokuz Eylul 
University’s Ethics Committee granted their permission 
and approval (number 528). All participants provided 
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informed consent before responding to the questionnaires. 
All information within this and its questionnaires remains 
confidential, and participants were informed of this before 
they gave consent.

2.3. Data collection

Data were collated using a Patient Identification Form, 
developed by the researcher and used to determine 
patients’ characteristics; the Anxiety Specific to Surgery 
Questionnaire (ASSQ), used to determine patients’ anxiety 
levels; the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), used to 
measure perioperative sleep quality, and the Numeric Pain 
Scale (NPS), used to determine postoperative pain levels. 
ASSQ data were collected 24 hours before surgery because 
patient anxiety levels are heightened during this period. 
PSQI and NPS data were evaluated during the postoperative 
period when the patients were brought into the service (24-
72 hours after surgery). Postoperative data were evaluated 
at the same time, in the morning, after breakfast and while 
nursing care was being provided to the patient.

2.4. Measurements

The Patient Identification Form consists of questions 
developed to determine the socio-demographic 
characteristics-such as the age, gender, education level and 
profession of the patient-as well as the date of their surgery, 
their the total number of long of stay in the hospital prior to 
the surgery and current comorbid diseases of patients.

The ASSQ was developed by Karancı and Dirik (2003) to 
evaluate intraoperative and postoperative anxiety in surgical 
patients. This questionnaire consists of 10 questions with 
responses given per a five-point Likert scale (from “1: I 
disagree completely”, to “5: I agree completely”). The ASSQ 
score is obtained by addition of the scores replies given to all 
the articles. The highest possible score for the questionnaire 
is 50. There is no a breakpoint. The original Cronbach’s 
alpha coefficient for this questionnaire was 0.79 (37); the 
coefficient was calculated as 0.78 for the current study.

The NPS scale provides a numerical categorization of 
pain severity; the scale ranges from zero (“no pain”) to 10 
(“unbearable pain”) (38).

The PSQI was developed by Buysse et al. (39); a validity 
and reliability test for this questionnaire was performed by 
Agargün, Kara and Anlar (1996) a Turkish study (40). This is a 
self-report questionnaire consisted of 19 items evaluating sleep 
quality or sleep disorder over a month. The questionnaire was 
comprised of 24 questions, 19 self-report questions and five 
further questions that were answered by the patient’s spouse 
or roommate. 

There are seven components to 18 scored questions within the 
questionnaire: subjective sleep quality, duration until falling 
asleep, duration of sleep, habitual sleep activity, sleep disorder, 
use of sleep medication and daytime function disorder. These 
questions are answered using points ranging from 0–3, with 
higher points reflecting poorer sleep quality. Each of the seven 
major headings were first evaluated within themselves, then 
added up. A total points score of five or above is regarded to 
reflect poor sleep quality (40).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Data analysis was completed using the SPSS 16.0 program. 
In the study, patients’ ASSQ-, PSQI – and NPS-score averages 
were calculated according to gender using a t-test marital 
status social security scores were calculated using a in 
Mann–Whitney U test; ASSQ, PSQI and NPS score averages 
were calculated according to education, profession, surgical 
intervention and chronic diseases using a Kruskal-Wallis 
test. Pearson correlation analysis was used to determine the 
relationship between patients’ ASSQ, PSQI and NPS scores.

3. RESULTS

66.7% (n=84) of the patients were male. The average age of 
all patients is 58.81±12.17 are male, of which 57.9% (n=73) 
underwent CABG. While 28.6% (n=36) of the participators 
had hypertension, their hospital stay was found to be 
10.28±5.41 in days.

The mean anxiety score of patients was 27.28±8.48 (Table 1). 
Patients’ mean PSQI scores were 10.27±4.23; 66.7% (n=84) 
of all patients whose mean age was 58.81±12.17 were male, 
of which 57.9% (n=73) underwent CABG; 28.6% (n=36) of the 
participants had hypertension, while the mean hospital-stay 
time for all patients was 10.28±5.41 days (Table 1).

A difference was detected in terms of gender in patients’ ASSQ 
scores (p=0.005, p<0.5) (Table 1). The mean anxiety score of 
patients were significant regarding both their educational 
level and profession (p=0.008 and p=0.027, p<0.05); an 
advanced analysis determined this difference was caused by 
literate group and housewives. A difference between mean 
ASSQ scores were significant in having chronic diseases 
(p=0.010, p<0.05) (Table 1). A weak and positive, statistically 
significant relationship between patients’ mean anxiety and 
mean pain scores was found (r=0.318 p<0.05), no statistically 
significant relation was found between mean anxiety score 
and mean sleep quality scores (r=0.129 p>0.05) (Table 2). 
Within the study 93.7% (n=118) of patient participants were 
found to have poor sleep quality (Table 3).
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Table 1. Investigation of Anxiety Specific to Surgery Questionnaire by Socio-Demographic – Clinical Characteristics of Patients (n = 126)

Anxiety Specific to Surgery
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index

Numeric Pain Scale

Socio-Demographic Characteristics Number (percent) x̄ ± SD p x̄ ± SD p x̄ ± SD p
Gender

Female  42 (33.3)  30.35±8.56

0.005*

11.64±4.03

0.01*

4.97±2.27

0.021*

Male 84 (66.7) 25.75±8.06 9.59±4.18 3.97±2.24

Level of Education
Literate
Elementary school
Junior high school
High school
University

7 (5.5)
55 (43.7)
19 (15.1)
19 (15.1)
26 (20.6)

36.57±5.74
28.38±8.80
27.21±8.53
24.78±8.80
24.34±8.53

0.008*

13.00±2.51
10.78±4.02
9.84±4.12
9.68±4.19
9.23±4.89

0.194

5.42±2.63
4.63±2.14
4.21±1.71
4.00±2.30
3.61±2.75

0.158

Profession

Housewife
Officer
A retired
Workers
Freelancer
Student

29 (23.1)
18 (14.3)
42 (33.3)
9 (7.1)
27 (21.4)
1 (0.8)

31.72±7.83
25.05±9.32
26.88±7.83
24.55±11.14
25.62±7.53
25.00

0.027*

12.44±3.69
9.50±3.32
10.59±3.52
8.55±4.44
8.66±4.15
7.00

0.016*

5.31±2.07
4.44±2.99
3.78±2.01
4.55±3.28
3.96±1.78
2.00

0.068

Chronic diseases

Hypertension
Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes Mellitus and Hypertension
Other
No

36 (28.6)
13 (10.3)
23 (18.3)
11 (8.7)
43 (34.1)

28.05±7.63
21.61±5.73
31.56±8.67
27.90±10.08
25.90±8.36

0.010*

 9.44±4.22
9.00±4.16
11.6±3.93
11.63±4.78
 10.32±4.15

0.22

4.33±2.37
3.61±2.36
4.65±2.40
5.09±2.42
4.11±2.12

0.572

Planned surgery

CABG
VS
CABG+VS

73 (57.9)
47 (37.3)
6 (4.8)

26.68±8.22
27.72±9.11
31.16±7.30

0.438
10.06±4.30
10.76±4.01
 9.00±5.17

0.487
4.06±2.25
4.68±2.25
4.33±3.14

0.289

Total 27.28± 8.48  10.27±4.23 4.30±2.29

CABG: Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery, VS: Valve Surgery * p < 0.05

4. DISCUSSION
In our research, patient anxiety was determined to be at 
a moderate level (27.28±8.48). An examination studies 
mentioned herein reveal that a moderate level of anxiety is 
commonly experienced by patients scheduled for OHS. In one 
study preoperative anxiety levels were found to be %55 (41). 
Whether a surgery is planned or conducted as an emergency 
intervention also impacts the patients’ preoperative anxiety 
levels. Karancı and Dirik (2003) found that the ASSQ scores 
of patients who underwent emergency surgery to be 
27.54±8.95 (37). Fındık and Yıldızeli Topçu (2012) included 
sample patients from urology, emergency and general surgery 
departments in their research study which examined the 
effect of type of surgical procedure on preoperative patient 
anxiety levels; the study found that mean ASSQ scores of 
patients who underwent a planned surgery to be 23.76±7.12 
(42). Although OHS is a planned surgery, the mean ASSQ 
scores of patients in this study were found to be 27.28±8.48, 
similar to those of Karancı and Dirik (2003). This outcome can 

Table 2. The Relationship between Anxiety Specific to Surgery 
Questionnaire, Postoperative Numerical Pain Scale and Pittsburgh 
Sleep Quality Index Mean Rates (n = 126)

Variable Anxiety Specific to 
Surgery Mean

The Mean of Numeric Pain Scale Scores r: 0.318
p: 0.000*

The Mean Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index 
Score

r: 0.129
p: 0.151

*p < 0.05

Table 3. Perioperative Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index Scores (PSQI) 
of Patients with Anxiety Specific to Surgery Questionnaire Means

PSQI Score Number 
(Percent )

ASSQ
x̄±SD p

5 scores and 
above 118 (93.7) 27.37±8.56

0.814*
0-4 scores 8 (6.3) 26.00±7.55

*p > 0.05
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be interpreted as a sign that anxiety levels are higher in OHS 
patients compared to general surgery and urology patients; 
this may be attributable to the heart being a vital organ and 
so patients may feel the fear of death more acutely.

In this study, a difference based on gender and profession 
was found among patient’s ASSQ scores, and female anxiety 
levels, especially those of housewives, were seen to be 
higher. Additionally, differentiation of anxiety scores based 
on educational level was found to stem from the literate 
group. Yılmaz et al. (2011) also reported a difference 
between preoperative anxiety scores in terms of gender 
and the educational level, for those patients scheduled 
to undergo cardiac surgery (43). The level of anxiety was 
higher in women than in men, and this may be associated 
with their roles and responsibilities; women find it easier 
to express their concerns than men due to the structure of 
Turkish society in general, wherein men feel as if they have 
to portray themselves as strong. Consequently, it is more 
difficult for men to express their feelings even express any 
feeling of anxiety. Conversely, several other studies indicate 
no difference in the levels of anxiety according to sex (44).

When the patient’s ASSQ scores were examined, the highest 
score of questionnaire was observed to be given to the 
thought of overcoming postoperative pain and discomforts. 
The mean fear of postoperative pain and death scores were 
shown to be the greatest causes of causes of preoperative 
anxiety. These two results show a similarity with another 
study result, namely, the relationship between preoperative 
anxiety and postoperative pain. Similarly, Rosiek et al. (2016) 
detected anxieties in patients related to cardiac surgery, 
pain, postoperative complications and anesthesia prior to 
their OHS procedure (41). Other studies conducted in the 
field support the results the current study, emphasizing pain, 
sense of discomfort and fear of death as the most frequently 
encountered causes of preoperative anxiety (45).

Patient’s mean score for death-related anxiety was moderate. 
During the research, patients had activity intolerance and 
dyspnea. Many coronary artery disease patients in particular 
had a recent acute myocardial infarction history. In this study 
patients may have become less sensitive to death due their 
history regarding myocardial infarction; they stated that 
they thought surgery to be a cure. Conversely, heart valve 
patients state that they never think of death and thought 
their OHS surgery to be a salvation since as disease prevents 
them from completing many daily activities. It was observed 
that frequent visits made by the surgeon to the patient, 
providing information related to surgery, relieved patients 
and increased their trust in the physician, thereby decreasing 
anxiety. Researchers conducted on this subject have drawn 
attention to the fact that patients who received preoperative 
information and education show lower degrees of anxiety 
and thus fewer related complications (35).

In this study, patients were reported moderate levels of pain 
(4.30±2.29) after surgery. Khan et al. (2012) detected patients’ 
mean pain scores to be 4.26, 48-hours after surgery (27). 
Mathai and Sams (2015) detected that 68% of the patients 

who underwent cardiac surgery experienced mid-level pain 
(46). Mirbagher Ajorpaz et al. (2014) determined patients’ 
mean postoperative pain scores to be 6.32±0.21 (47). Pain 
scores in this study were lower than that of existing literature; 
this is potentially attributable to difficulties patient’s ability 
to describe their pain. Patients might perceive postsurgical 
pain as a normal condition and refrain from expressing their 
true coping level.

In our study a statistically weak, positive and significant 
relation was detected between preoperative ASSQ scores and 
postoperative NPS scores (r=0.318, p<0.05); as preoperative 
anxiety increases, so does the patients’ postoperative pain. 
Sidar, Dedeli and Iskesen (2013) examined the relationship 
between anxiety and pain and determined that anxiety plays 
a particular and significant role in pain perception (36). Khan 
et al. (2012) examined pre – and postoperative pain levels 
and detected a positive relationship between the two (27). 
The authors of the current study thought preoperative 
anxiety levels would increase the perception of pain caused 
by physiological effects. Besides, nurses and relatives of the 
patient are likely to visit them more regularly if they are 
experiencing higher levels of pain. It makes the patient feel 
more confident.

After OHS, sleep problems are frequently experienced, 
particularly by patients who remain in the hospital, sleep 
quality is considered very low (10.27±4.23). The adverse 
effect of this on the circadian rhythm can result in increased 
anxiety levels to deterioration in patients’ sleep patterns 
(7, 48). In our study 93.7% (n=118) of all individuals were 
found to have experienced poor sleep quality, though no 
relationship between preoperative anxiety and perioperative 
sleep quality was found. These outcomes suggest that sleep 
problems are caused by other factors. In corroboration 
with the findings of this study, Özkaya et al. (2013) stated 
that patients with high postoperative pain experienced 
significantly more severe sleep problems and found other 
factors causing sleep problems such as stuffiness in the room, 
medical devices attached to body, crowding in the room, and 
noise (49). In another study a compulsory supine sleeping 
position (74.3%), pain (47.1%) and disease-related anxiety 
(12.9%) were included as factors effecting postoperative 
sleep in cardiac surgery patients (50).

5. CONCLUSION

The study concluded preoperative anxiety has a little bit 
impact on postoperative pain, but no effect on sleep quality 
for OHS patients. Pain remains a major problem influencing 
patients’ recovery. In this study, patients had very bad sleep 
quality and so their circadian rhythms were affected. Health 
professionals have a key role to play to management of 
three enemies of circadian rhythm. They must investigate 
prevention methods for preoperative anxiety, postoperative 
pain and perioperative sleep problems for OHS patients. 
Nurses must collaborate the team and the role of patient 
advocacy must be foregrounded.
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